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Study abroad at Háskoli Íslands 
(University of Iceland) 

 
During my studies at University College Lillebaelt, teacher education in Odense, I chose to 

take part of it abroad. I chose Iceland, where I in the period august 27 to December 5 
2013, lived in Iceland’s capitol Reykjavik and followed courses at University of Iceland. 
During this time I also did a part of my teaching practise at a local, international school.  

 
 
Háskoli Íslands – University of Iceland  

 
University of Iceland is a rather big 
university dived into five departments. Every 

year around 1200 international students 
arrives in Iceland, so the university is very 
international and most courses have a global 

perspective. I followed courses from their 
line “International teacher education”, which 
is the international version of the Icelandic 

teacher education. In Iceland you study at 
university for 5 years in order to become a 

teacher.  
 
The first day at university was an introduction with welcome-speeches by the headmaster, 

study organisations, IT workers and staff from the international office. This introduction 
was very useful, since it provides you with all the information you need – from cheapest 
supermarkets to wifi-connections to course registration and life at the university. You also 

met reprensentives from study organisations who arrange events for international 
students, for example ESN Reykjavik (Erasmus) who throughout the academic year plans 
a lot of great events for international students.  

 
When you chose your courses at University of Iceland it is a good idea to be aware of the 
fact that the faculties not all share the same address. I only followed courses from Faculty 

of Education, so I was always on the same address, but others walked between the 
buildings which takes around 20-30 minutes. It is also a good idea to get information 
about which semester/year students the course are designed for – I followed one course 

with 1st year students, which meant there was almost no new theory and a lot of emphasis 
on the practical elements. 
 



The faculty of Education is a small building compared to the universities main buildings, 
but it had a great vibe and welcoming feeling. The rooms are big, light and equipped with 
great IT. I used the universities computer lab and library a lot. With access to Uglá (the 

Icelandic Fronter, except this is actually working) you easily get access to both library and 
computer lab.  
 

My three courses & a little teaching practise  
 
Since I am studying English at UCL, I chose to concentrate on language courses. Most of 

my courses had a twist and also a lot of didactics. I followed the following three courses: 
 

- Introduction to English Language Teaching  w./ Samuel Lafever (10 ECTS) 
- Teaching Language in the multicultural classroom w./ med Robert Berman (10 

ECTS)  

- Educational settings with three different teachers (10 ECTS)  
 
The two first mentioned courses were really good organised and was a good mix between 

debate, guest lectures (international experts), written assignments, own experiences and 
teaching your peers in class. I 
have learned a lot during these 

two courses and both the 
professors were interesting, 
inspiring and amazing to learn 

from. The last course was built up 
on cases, where we visited 
different educational settings and 

observed. We visited everything 
from playschool’s to technical 
school’s and knitting classes.  

 
Teaching practise at the teacher 
education in Iceland is very 

limited compared to what we 
know from Denmark. Often the 
students observe and do nothing 

else. The teaching practice was 
not well organized from the university, but I had a good experience none the less because 
of the school I ended at. I was at an international school 30 minutes out of Reykjavik and 

were allowed to teach, assist, plan and do what I wanted to. The practice is typically once 
a week – 6 hours in a row -, and the course is 60 hours all in all (4 ECTS). As a Dane in 
Iceland you often get the opportunity to teach and not just observe, since the Icelandic 

children learn Danish in 7th grade.  
 
Study wise I gained a lot from my stay abroad; I’ve had new inspiration and knowledge I 

wouldn’t be without. Something I would’ve liked to know before choosing courses is the 
amount of work. In most courses you have at least one written assignment per week, and 
I ended up doing 21 written assignments in the period I studied up there. It is hard work 

because you also have a lot of reading to do, but it improves your written English and it 
gets easier once you get into the habit of doing the assignments.  



Housing situation 
 
If you’re going abroad in the autumn semester, the university will provide you with access 

to an online page where all the housing possibilities are listed. From that site you get the 
landlord’s contact information and send them an email about their houses. The site is 
updated frequently. There is also a facebook site for international students, where housing 

possibilities are often uploaded.  
 
I lived in a private apartment, 

which is rented out during 
summertime, with three other 

female students. I had a large, 
bright and nice room with all 
necessary furniture. The 

apartment was located in the 
middle of the city (Hverfisgata, 
right next to bus station 

Hlemmur). It cost around 2700kr 
per month including internet, 
water, heat and electricity.  

 
The apartments from the housing 

list vary in both quality and price. I would recommend that you get some knowledge of zip 

codes in the Reykjavik area before saying yes to an apartment. Reykjavik is a big city, but 
the middle (where almost all fun happens) is very small. The busses stop driving early in 
the evening to 108, 107, 105 and other zip codes (at least when it is not tourist season: 

October-may). Seek an apartment in Reykjavik 101 if possible – it is closer to university 
and city life.  
 

Icelandic culture  
 
This is the only place in this report where I’ll actually have to warn you: If you travel to 

Iceland, you will fall in love with the beautiful place and never want to leave again!  
 
Iceland is incredibly beautiful and even though Reykjavik is the capitol, there isn’t far from 

city to nature. The whole city is surrounded by big mountains and on clear days you can 
see both glaciars and volcanoes in the distant. Reykjavik is also a vibrant city – live music 
almost every night, great restaurants and great nightlife! If you are in Iceland around 

November, I also recommend the festival Iceland Airwaves! It is a MUST-DO-THING!  
 
The icelandic people are very friendly, but 

need to heat up before really showing their 
true colours. They are a little more reserved 
than the typical Dane and have a real dark 

sense of humour, but they are always 
smiling anyways. Most Icelanders speak 
very good English and many learned Danish 

in school, but do not like to be reminded of 
it and doesn’t use it. In the supermarkets 
they are sweet to translate, if they sense 

that you do not speak Icelandic.  
  



Even though I was busy with my studies, I chose to take on various adventures in the 
weekends to truly experience Iceland. I have been blessed to experience everything from 
iceclimbing, walk on glaciars, ride Icelandic horses, swim in hot springs in the middle of 

nowhere, riverrafting, mountainclimbing and volcanoes; to Reykjavik’s nightlife, music 
scene and food culture. Try to get as much 
out and about as possible – it is amazing 

and an experience for life! From October it 
is really cheap to rent cars and many 
international students do this during 

weekends.  
 

Some good advice 
 

- Do a really good contract with 

your teachers at UCL. It is really hard to 
stay in contact and stay focused at your 
courses in Denmark, when there is a lot else 

going on.  
 

- Keep an eye on the exchange-rates for money. Since the economy cracked a 

couple of years ago, the Icelandic Kronúr swings in value.  
 

- Remember warm, waterproof clothes and good shoes. The weather isn’t always 

cold (as the myth says), but in winter snow will come and the weather can get a bit 

extreme up there.  

- Go out and see the amazing nature! Taste weird things (do not come back to 
Denmark without having tried “the rotten shark”!)! Learn some Icelandic! Bathe in 
a hot spring under the stars! Do crazy stuff! And have the best time of your life!   

 
 
  

 
 


